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Abstract: In this paper, we use the matrix model of pure fundamental flavors
(without the adjoint field) to check the Seiberg duality in the case of complete mass
deformation. We show that, by explicit integration at both sides of electric and
magnetic matrix models, the results agree with the prediction in the field theory.
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Motivation Since Dijkgraaf and Vafa gave the matrix model conjecture [1, 2, 3],
there are a lot of related works to check, prove and generalize this conjecture, see
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Especially in
[15] and [23], field theory arguments have been given to show why the calculation of
exact lower energy superpotential can be reduced to integration in the corresponding
matrix model.
The matrix model conjecture holds for more general cases than the one proved
in [15, 23] although the primary focus is still the theory with adjoint fields. The
generalization to fundamental fields has been discussed in [14, 13, 16, 18, 19]. These
kinds of generalizations are desired because most applications in field theory will have
fundamental matters. One particular interesting application is to see the Seiberg
duality [26] in the matrix model.
The standard example of Seiberg dual pair is following. On one side, we have
electric theory SU(Nc) with Nf flavors Qj , Q˜j and no superpotential. On another
side, we have magnetic theory SU(Nf − Nc) with Nf flavors qj , q˜j , meson field X
j
i
and superpotential
Wmag =
1
µ
X
j
i qj q˜
i. (1)
where µ is a dynamical scale [27] (equation (3.125)). In general cases, these two
theories will have flat directions in the moduli space, so when we try to do the matrix
model integration, we must take care of these zero modes as did by Berenstein[11].
To avoid the complexity, we can deform above theories by adding mass terms. For
example, in the electric theory we add superpotential with non-degenerated mass
matrix1
Welec =
Nf∑
j=1
QjmjQ˜
j (2)
Since we give all flavors nonzero mass in the electric theory, the IR field theory will
be pure super Yang-Mills theory and we know the exact effective action as
WYM = Nc(Λˆ
3Nc)
1
Nc (3)
where Λˆ is the dynamical scale at IR and related to dynamical scale Λ at UV by
Λˆ3Nc = det(m)Λ3Nc−Nf (4)
The deformation in the electric theory will induce the corresponding deformation in
the magnetic theory as
Wmag =
1
µ
X
j
i qj q˜
i + tr(Xm) (5)
1We can always redefine the field to bring the mass matrix into diagonal form.
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Matrix integration Now we will do the matrix integration for both electric and
magnetic theories. Let us do the electric theory first. The matrix model is
1
V ol(U(M))
∫ Nf∏
j=1
dQjdQ
†
je
− 1
gs
∑Nf
j=1 QjmjQ
†j
(6)
where every Q is a M component vector and Q˜ in the field theory has been treated
as a conjugate of Q [2]. The part of flavor integration is
∫ Nf∏
j=1
dQjdQ
†
je
− 1
gs
∑Nf
j=1 QjmiQ
†
j =
Nf∏
j=1
(
pigs
mj
)M
= (pigs)
MNf (det(m))−M = eMNf log(pigs)−M log(det(m))
Except that, there is also the volume factor e
M2
2
logM . Adding everything together
we get
exp(
M2
2
logM +MNf log(pigs)−M log(det(m))
= exp(
1
g2s
S2
2
log
S
gs
+
1
gs
[SNf log(pigs)− S log(det(m))])
≡ exp(
1
g2s
Fχ=2 +
1
gs
Fχ=1)
where we have grouped all term according to the genus expansion. From the corre-
sponds given in [3, 13], we should identify
−Welec = Nc
∂(S
2
2
log S
gs
)
∂S
+ [SNf log(pigs)− S log(det(m))] (7)
In the matrix model, S,M are dimensionless number, but in field theory, S is di-
mension 3. To match the field theory result, we need to replace gs by some proper
dimensional number heuristically. For example, we need to replace S
gs
to S
Λ3e3/2
to
reproduce the well known Veneziano-Yankielowicz term. Same heuristic argument
tell us that pigs in the second term must be replaced by dimension one number which
can be chosen naturally as Λ2. Doing these replacements we get
−Welec = Nc
∂(S
2
2
log S
Λ3e3/2
)
∂S
+ [SNf log(Λ)− S log(det(m))]
= Nc[S log
S
Λ3
− S] + [SNf log(Λ)− S log(det(m))]
= Nc[S log(
S
(Λ3Nc−Nfdet(m))
1
Nc
)− S]
2In fact, these results can be got by proper definition of measure as in [8, 23].
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Minimized it we get S = (Λ3Nc−Nfdet(m))
1
Nc and
Welec = Nc(Λˆ
3Nc)
1
Nc = Nc(Λ
3Nc−Nfdet(m))
1
Nc (8)
which is the famous Affleck-Dine-Seiberg superpotential for pure U(N) Yang-Mills
gauge theory. Notice that the equation (4) is naturally shown in the matrix model.
Furthermore, in our calculation, we keep Nf fixed while taking M →∞.
Now we do the matrix model integration for the magnetic theory
1
V ol(U(N))
∫
dX
∏
j
dqjdq
†
jexp(
−1
gs
[tr(mX) +
Nf∑
i,j=1
1
µ
X
j
i qjq
†i]) (9)
where X is Nf ×Nf matrix and q is N component vector. Doing the X integration
first, we get a delta-function
δ(mij +
qjq
†i
µ
) = µN
2
f δ(µmij + qjq
†i) (10)
Now the remainder part is exact the integration given in [19] ( equation (6) with
−µm taking the place of X there. Furthermore, since we always take large N limit
with fixed Nf , there is not problem to apply their result.), so we just cite their result
Wmag = (N˜c −Nf )(
Λ˜3N˜c−Nf
det(−µm)
)
1
N˜c−Nf (11)
where we use tilde to emphasize that it is in the magnetic theory. Using the result
N˜c −Nf = −Nc, det(−µm) = (−)
NfµNfdet(m) and
Λ3Nc−Nf Λ˜3N˜c−Nf = (−)Nf−NcµNf , (12)
which can be found, for example, in [27]. we get immediately
Wmag = Nc(Λ
3Nc−Nfdet(m))
1
Nc (13)
where the − sign in front of (11) is canceled exactly by factor (−)Nc . Comparing
(8) and (13) we see that they are same. Thus we give an example to show how the
matrix model can see the Seiberg duality.
We must emphasize that we did not realy derive the Seiberg duality from the
matrix model because the Seiberg duality holds in general situations even without
any mass deformation. We feel that to address the full Seiberg duality, we must
understand how to do the matrix integration when there is flat directions in moduli
spaces along the line [11]. Obviously, work should be generalized to other generalized
Seiberg duality, for example, the toric duality addressed in [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34].
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